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SECTION 1

SUMMARY

NRC Bulletin 88-04, requested licensees to investigate and correct, as
appropriate, the potential for pump dead-heading due to pump-to-pump
interactions and the adequacy of installed minimum flow capacity for
safety-related systems. Specifically, a response was requested to
determine the current plant status with regard to minimum flow and
potential pump-to-pump interactions.

Included with this report is a copy of the BWR Owners Group (BWROG)

response to the NRC'ated June 29, 1988. The BWR Owner's Group author-
ized GE Nuclear Energy to investigate this bulletin for the BWR 2

through 6 product lines so that a consistent framework would exist for
individual licensees'ubmittals, as well as a basis for a generic
BWROG response. The BWROG report provides a generic review of the
potential problems, along with responses to the different actiop items
requested by the bulletin.

The purpose of this report is to develop a plant-specific response for
NMP2 and to determine the applicability of the BWROG generic response
to NMP2.

The scope of this report is limited to safety-related centrifugal
pumps.

This evaluation 'concludes that the minimum flow capacity of the safety
related pumps and arrangement of piping systems as originally specified
is adequate.





Section 2

INTRODUCTION

2.1 Background

NRC Bulletin No. 88-04 identified two minimum-flow design con-
cerns. The first concern involves the potential for dead-heading
one pump of a two pump combination running in parallel when they
have a common minimum-flow line. The second concern is whether or
not the installed minimum-flow capacity is adequate for even a
single pump in operation.

Individual centrifugal pump minimum flow rates can be reduced
(extreme condition would be the pump running at shut-off) if there
is a common minimum flow line for a pair of pumps operating in
parallel. If the pumps individual minimum flow lines, are orificed
before they join into a common return line, the hydraulic resis-
tance is controlled by the restricting orifices and the piping
configuration has little, if any, affect on resistance. Therefore,
there should be little adverse pump-to-pump interaction. However,if the pumps individual minimum flow lines are not orificed, but
the common return is orificed, or contains no orifice, the hydrau-
lic resistance is controlled by the piping configuration and
interaction between the two pumps may occur. The severity of the
interaction depends" on the piping configuration, shape of the
characteristic curve of the pump, and the mismatch between the
pumps. In general, pump characteristic curves can be classified
as; normal rising, steeply rising, drooping, or flat with the last
two not normally favorable for parallel pump operation.

Some earlier centrifugal pump systems that required minimum flow
lines were designed so that the capacity was sufficient to avoid
overheating the pumps due to low flows. The pump manufacturer
typically specified minimum flow in the range of 10-15 percent of
rated flow. When pumps were operated continuously at these low
flows, it was discovered that other factors besides temperature
rise influenced safe continuous minimum flow operation. Centrifu-
gal pumps may demonstrate a flow condition that has been described
as "hydraulic instability" at some point below their best efficien-
cy point (BEP) which could result in excessive vibration of the
pumps and their piping systems and consequent fai lure of pump
components. Research has been done on this subject, (Reference 3,
and 4) specifically on boiler feed pumps, and it is now recognized
that a distinction has to be made between normal recirculation
(intermittent) and the minimum flow that is safe for extended
periods of operation (continuous) which has been recommended as a
minimum of 25 percent of BEP. The actual recommended continuous
minimum flow is a function of pump size, capacity, speed, and
horsepower.
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2.2 Scope

The scope of this report is limited to safety-related centrifugal
pumps as addressed by the NRC bulletin. Table 1 lists the systems
that contain safety-related centrifugal pumps for NHP2. Though the
NRC Bulletin addresses pumps with min-flow lines, this report also
includes a review of safety-related pumps without min-flow lines
for the potential of operating'n a min-flow condition. Typically,
these systems should not be a concern because the system designer
would design the system to operate at their design rating (which
would be greater than required min-flow) at all times. The BWROG

report additionally addresses the Control Rod Drive Hydraulic
System pumps and support systems 'such as reactor building closed
cooling water system which are non-safety-related for NHP2.

2.3 Organization

Section 3 contains the conclusions that were reached and the
recommendations made from the data presented in Section 4 along
with the applicability of the BWROG generic response to NHP2:





Section 3

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

3. 1 Potential for Dead-Heading

As discussed in Section 2, when the minimum flow discharge lines ,

from two or more pumps join into a common line, there is a poten-
tial for interaction between the pumps. If the hydraulic resis-
tance in the piping configuration is not controlled, a pump operat-
ing with a higher discharge pressure could reduce the flow through
the pump with the lesser discharge pressure to the point where it
may run dead-headed (at shut-off). This affect would be compounded
if two pumps were selected to run in parallel and both pumps had

drooping or flat characteristic curves.

For NMP2 there are only two safety-related systems that could have
two pumps running in parallel with a common minimum flow line.
These systems are the Low Pressure Core Spray System (CSL) and the
Residual Heat Removal System (RHS). The CSL pump can run in
parallel with pump "A" of the RHS system, while RHS "B" and "C"

pumps can run in parallel with each other, The CSL pump has a 4"

bypass with a hand control valve (throttleable) that connects to
the 12" full flow test return line. This test return line eventu-
ally connects to an 18" return line to the suppression pool. RHS

"A" pump has a 6" bypass with an individual restricting orifice
that joins into the common 18" return line to the suppression pool.
The RHS "B" and "C" pumps have 6" individual bypasses with individ-
ual restricting orifices joining in a 8" header and then into a

common 18" return to the suppression pool. In either arrangement,
the head loss due to pipe friction is insignificant compared to the
restricting orifices, therefore, there should be no adverse pump-
to-pump interaction. Additionally, the pumps have steeply rising
curves which have good characteristics for parallel operation.
Since the original design is adequate. no corrective actions are
required. Table 3 provides a. summary of conclusions and recommen-

dations.

3.2 Adequacy 0'I PUmp Min)mum Flow

As can be seen from the data in Table 2, the Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) pumps have design min-flows in the range of 10-17
percent of best efficiency point (BEP). The BWROG report states
that for these pumps the manufacturers recommended min-flow is for
intermittent operation, where intermittent operation is defined as





less than two (2) cumulative hours of minimum flow in any twenty-
four (24) hour period. For a plant design life of forty (40) years
this is equivalent to approximately 30,000 hours. System operation
in the minimum flow mode is limited to pump start-up during sur-veillancee

testing, suppression pool cooling, and shutdown cooling,
and during system start on a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
signal. The total expected time in the minimum flow mode over the
plant life is at most one (1) percent of the guideline recommended
by the pump manufacturer. As discussed in Table 3 these pumps have
the potential for operating for extended periods on minimum flow
after a system start on a LOCA signal, therefore, the recommenda-
tion is to minimize the amount of time the pump is on minimum flow.
For High Pressure Core Spray (CSH) and CSL the operating procedure
already includes precautions against extended periods and makes
provisions to divert flow from the mfn-flow line to the full-flow
test return line. The RHS pumps are similar to the CSL pump as far
as potential for extended operation, therefore, the recommendation
is again to minimize the amount of time the pump is on minimum
flow. It is recommended that the operating procedure for the RHS

pumps (N2-OP-31) be revised to add precautions, and it should be
determined if extended operating provisions can be added similar to
the core sprays. The BWROG report states that BWR operating experi-
ence does not indicate any excessive wear to pumps when operating
under the currently specified minimum flow conditions. It also
states that recent inspection of some BWR RHS pumps indicated no
pump impeller damage (due to minimum flow) that could potentially
degrade pump performance over the inspection period. The report
estimates that the pumps had been intermittently operated in the
min-flow mode for up to 30 hours which substantiates the adequacy
of the mfn-flows for intermittent operation.

The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) pump, though interlocked
similar to CSH, also isolates the steam supply to the turbine trip
at the same time, therefore, eliminating operation on min-flow for
an extended period.

The service water pumps (2SWP*P1A-F) normally operate at their
rated conditions. Due to a potential system configuration there is
a steady-state condition at which the pump operates at 2698 gpm.
This is acceptable since the pump manufacturer has stated that his
recommended value of 2300 g'pm is a continuous rating and the 2698
gpm is greater than his recommendation. In addition, there is
ano e" po Qn ial system configuration (Loss of One Division of
Off-Site Power) where there is a transient condition where flow
could go below the manufacturer's recommended but this is recog-
nized by the operating procedure and as soon as possible flow has
to be returned to above 3000 gpm. This also is acceptable since it
is a transient condition of extremely short duration.

The condensing water pumps (2SWP*P2A,B) normally operate at their
rated conditions. Due to a potential system configuration there is
a steady-state condition at which the pump operates at 282 gpm.
This is acceptable since the pump manufacturer has stated that his
recommended value of 50 gpm is a continuous rating and the 282 gpm
is greater than his recommendation.





The Reactor Coolant Recirculation Pumps (2RCS*PlA,B) are two speed

pumps capable of operating continuously over a flow range of 20 to
115 percent of rated flow. The design min-flow of 11,500 gpm is
when the pump is on low speed and since this value is greater than
the recommended min-flow of 9440 gpm it is acceptable.

The remaining safety related pumps have essentially one operating
point wh'ich is greater than the manufacturer's recommended minimum
flow and is the same as their rated conditions.

All of the above pumps are included in an existing pump operability
program. These pumps have had base-lines established for basic
reference parameters (including vibration) during the pre-opera-
tional test program and are surveillance tested to monitor any
adverse changes to these parameters, in addition to compliance to
the plant safety analyses. With this in-service inspection program
any deleterious effects of operating with inadequate flow would be
detected in advance of significant pump performance degradation.

Since it is recognized for the ECCS pumps that the manufacturers
min-flows are only for intermittent use and it has been shown that
BWR operating experience does not indicate a concern with the
currently specified minimum-flows, our only recommendation is to
minimize the amount of time these pumps are on minimum flow. This
concept is already included in the core sprays procedure and should
be included in the RHS procedure.
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Table 1

NINE MILE POINT UNIT 2

SAFETY-RELATED CENTRIGUAL PUMP SYSTEMS

~S~t
Equipment
Had~N~~

No. of
~Pum

Min-Flow Line
Min-Flow Common to two~n~ u

1. Low Pressure
Core Spray

2. High Pressure
Core Spray

3. Residual Heat
Removal

4. Reactor Core
Isolation
Cooling

2CSL" P1

2CSH*P1

2RHS*P1A, B, C

2ICS"Pl
Y'.

Service Water 2SWP*PlA-F

6. Spent Fuel
Pool Cooling
and Cleanup

7. Control Bldg.
Chilled Water

8. Condensing
Water

9. Standby Diesel
Generator Fuel

2SFC*P1A, B

2HVK*P1A,8

2SWP*P2A,B

2EGF*P1A-D
2EGF*P2A,B

10. Reactor Coolant 2RCS*P1A,B
Recirculation

11. System Pressure 2CSL"P2
Pumps 2CSH*P2

2ICS*P2
2RHS"P2





PUNP RATED
COHDITIONS (e)
UUUUIIJU

PUHP BEST
EFFICIENCY
POIHT (b)

Teble 2

HIKE llILE POINT UNIT 2

SAFETY-RELATED PmiPS HININNi-FLNLINE DATA

PERCENT SHUT
HFG. REa OF DESIGN OFF CLASSIFICATION

UI) JIUUI IUI- III I I Ul JUJIUUJU

3. 2RHS'Pl
A,B,C

7450 gpa - 360'000 gpw - 495'.

2CSL'Pl 6350 gpa - 714'750 gpa -
790'.

2CSH'Pl 6435 gpa - 897'800 gpa - 1950'000
gpa 17K

500 gpa IGX

650 gpa 11K

1000 gpa

500 gpa

1000 gpa

1150'teeply rising

3300'teeply rising

755'teeply rising

5,6,7,8,

. 9,10,11,12

13,14,15,16

148 gpa (i) 3116'(h) Flat
5. 2SNP'Pl

A-F

6. 2SFCNPI
A,B

7 2HVKRPI
A,B

10,000 gpa-185'200 gpa - 195'

2400 gpa - 500'500 gpa -
450'49

gpa - 85'20 gpa -

80'300
gpa 25K 2698/

10,000 gpa

900 gpa 26K 2400 gpa

100 gpa 24% 340 gpa

240'orael rising

530'lat

95'lat

I. 2ICS*Pl 625 gpa - 2980'63 gpa - 2667'(h) 148 gpa (i) IR 17,18,19,20

21,22,34

21,23

21,24

8. 2SNP*P2 . 340 gpa -
60',B

450 gpa - 56'0 gpa Ill 282/340 gpa 70'l'et 21,25

9. 2EGF*Pl
AW

2EGF*P2
A,B

10 gpa - 61'3 gpa -25'0 gpa 78'teeply rising 26,27

10. 2RCSAPI
A,B

47,200 gpa-805'5,000 gpm-850'440 gpa 2'1,500 gpa 1040'oraal rising 28,29,30

11. 2CSL'P2
2CSep2
2ICSiP2
2RHS'P2

50 gpa - 175'20 gpm - 120'0 gpa 25$ 175'lat 21,31,32,33





Table 2

NINE MILE POINT UNIT 2

SAFETY-RELATEO PUMPS MINIMUM-FLOW LINE OATA

ote t Ta l

(a) The actual operating point on a pump curve specified by the
system designer and guaranteed by the pump manufacturer.

(b) The point on a pump curve where the efficiency is highest.

(c) The pump manufacturers recommended minimum flow.

(d) The percentage of the mfg. recommended min-flow (c) to the pumps
BEP (b).

(e) The lowest flow the system has been designed for either intermit-
tently or on a continuous basis.

(f) The, maximum head which a centrifugal pump will develop at a point
where there 1s no flow through the pump.

(g) A general description of a pump curve as follows:

o steeply rising - a large increase in head greater than 3(%,
between that developed at design capac1ty
and that developed at shutoff. Good parallel
pump operation since there will be minimum
capacity changes with pressure changes.

o normal rising

o flat

a gradual increase in head 20-30K between
that developed at design capacity and that
developed at shutoff. The head rises
continuously as the capacity is decreased
providing stable operation. Pumps with
curves of this shape are used in parallel
operat1on.

head varies slightly (less than 20K) from that
deveioped at design capacity and that developed
at shutoff.

(h) Pump Test Oata was taken at 3590 rpm. Head and flow valves
were determined at 4550 rpm (rated) using the affinity laws.

(1) The pump manufacturer did not specify a minimum flow. The system
designer specified a flow requirement of 75 gpm minimum in any
operating mode. Flow is metered by 2ICS*R0123 which was sized
for 75 gpm at 2300 rpm (turbine/pump lowest speed). Using the
affinity laws this is 148 gpm at 4550 rpm.
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Table 3

NINE NILE POINT UNIT 2

SAFETY-RElATED PIWPS HINIIQI FURf EVALUATION

I. 2CS LAPI
(Low Pressure

- Core Spray)

a) Injection valve 2CSL*NV104
will not open unless RPV

pressure decreases to with1n
88 psid of puap discharge pressure

b) 2CSL"PI min-flow line conbines
with 2RHS'PIA ain-flow 11ne via
a cocaon 18" header. However,
each indiv1dual 11ne 1s orificed

a) Potential for puap
tooperate on ain-

flow for extended
per1od

Niniaize the aaount
of tiae the pump 1s
on ainiaa flow.

b) The head loss due to pipe
friction 1s insignificant
coapared to the restrict-
ing orifices, therefore,
there should be no adverse
pump-to-punp 1nteraction

a) None - Operat1ng procedure
already limits operating
togae, and provides for extended
operation of the puap by diverting
flow to the test return line.

b) None

2. 2CSHNPI

(High Pressure
Core Sp'ray)

a) Injection valve 2CSH'NOV107
automatically opens on systea
initiation. Initia 1 flow rate
is established by priaary system
pressure. Once vessel level is
restored to the h1gh level trip
po1nt (level 8) the valve closes
and remains closed until reset
or unt11 level falls down to the
low-low setpoint (level 2)

a) Potential for ptap
to operate on ain-
flow for extended period.

Niniaize the aaount of
that the puap 1s on
~inima flow.—

a) None - Operating procedure
already prov1des caution
and sakes provisions for
extended operat1on of the
pmp by diverting flow to the
test return line.
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Table 3 (con't)

HIHE HILE POIHT UHIT 2

'AFETY-RElATEDPNPS HIHINN FUN EVALUTIOH

3. 2RHS'PI,A,B,C a) Infection valve 2RHS*NIV24(A,B,C)
(Residual Heat will not open unless RPV

Re«oval) pressure decrease to with1n
130 psid of pmp discharge pressure

a) Potential for pu«p to
operate on «in-flow
for extended period.

Hini«ize the a«ount
of ti«e the pump is
on min1«u« flow.

a) Revise operating procedure
to include precaut1ons.

Review operating procedure
to deter«1ne if extended
operating prov1sions can
be added s1«ilar to
CSL and CSH.

b) 2RHS" PIA «in-flow l1ne co«hines
with 2CSL'Pl «in-flow line via
a coign 18" header. However,
each ind1vidual line 1s orificed.

c) Pumps PIB, PIC have min-flow
lines that are coaaon to each
other, but each bypass already
has an individual restrict1ng
or1f ice before Joining into the
coaxaon 11ne.

b,c) The head loss due
to pipe friction is
1nsign1ficant co«pared
to the restricting
orifices, therefore,
there should be no
adverse pu«p"to-pu«p
interaction.

b,c) Hone

4. 2ICSRPI
(Reactor Core
Isol ation
Cool1ng)

a) Infection valve 2ICS'N)V126
automatically closes on a high
level trip (level 8). Turbine
steam supply valve 2ICS~NV120
also closes on a high level trip.

a) Pump runs on «1n-
flow 1nter«1 ttently
dur1ng syste« startup
and shutdown

a) Hone

5. 2SWP~PIA-F
(Serv1ce Water )

a) Pumps do not have «in-
flow lines. Pumps operate
at l0,000 gpm but could
operate below manufacturers
«inimum continuous flow
requirements.

a) Hanufacturer «1ni«u« a) Hone
flows are for continuous
operation.

Operating procedure
addresses th1s conf1g:
urat1on to reestablish
flow between 3,000 and
10,000 GPH.





Table 3 (con't)

HIHE HILE POIHT UNIT 2

SAFETY-RELATED PINPS NIHINNI FUN EVALUATION

6. 25FC'P)A, 8
(Spend Fuel Pool
Cooling and
Cleaning)

7. 2HVK'P)A,B
(Control Bldg.
Chilled Water)

a) Pcs do not have ain-flow
lines.

Systea was designed for one
operating point.

a) Puaps do not have ain"flow
11nes.

Systea was designed for one
operating point.

a) Operating point 1s well a) None
above afg. ain-flow
requireaent.

a) Operating point is well a) None
above afg. ain-flow
requireaent.

8. 2SWP'P2A, B
(Condensing
lAter)

9. 2EGFAP]A-D
2EGF'P2A,B
(Standby Diesel
Generator Fuel)

a) Pe<ps do not have ain-flow
lines.

Pumps operate at 340 gpa
but could operate as low
as 282 gpa.

a) Pmps do not have ain-flow
lines.

Systea was des1gned for
one operating point.

a) Lowest operating point a) Hone
1s greater than afg.
ain"flow requireaent.

a) Hfg. recommended ain- a) Hone
flow not available.

Design operating point
and rated are the saae.

)O. 2RCS"PIA,B
(Reactor Coolant
Rec1rculation)

a) Puaps do not have a1n-flow
lines.

Peaps were designed to operate
continuously over a flow range
of 20 to ))5 percent of rated flow.

a) Lowest operating point a) None
is greater than afg.
ain-flow requireaent.

)). 2CSLAP2
2CSH~P2
21CS'P2
2RHS'P2
(Systea Pressure
Puaps)

a) Syste:ns were designed for one
operating point.

a) Operat1ng po1nt is
greater than afg. ain-
f1 ow requireaent.

a) None
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ONNCAS'ROUP
c/0 GPU NUCLEhR I 1 UPPER POND ROAD, BUILDING E ~ PARS'PPhÃY, N~ ".7'35<

BMROG 8836
June 29, 1988

'U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Nashingtant D C 20555

SVLTECT: RRBMNSS TO IRC BULMTTN 88~04 i ilPOTINTIAL
SAtITY RILMED PQMI'OSSii

Gentlemen:

.The NRC issued NRC Bulletin (NRCB) 88 04, «Potential
Safety-Related Pump Loss", on May 5, 1988. The purpose of
the bulletin is to request all licensees to investigate
potential design concerns involving safety-related pumps.
The NRC concerns involve the potential for a pump to
dead-head when it is operating in the minimum flow mode in
parallel with another pump, and the adequacy of the minimum
Claw capacity.

The NRC requested that within 60 days of receipt of NRCB
SS 04, licensees are to provide a written response that (a)
summarized the problems and the systems affected, (b)identifies the short-term and long-term modifications to
plant operating procedures or hardware that have been or are
being implemented to ensure safe plant operations, (c)identifies an appropriate schedule for long-term resolution
of this and/or other significant problems that are
identified as a result of this bulletin, and (4) provides
5ustification for continued operation particularly with
regard to General Design Criterion (ODC) 35 of Appendix A tciitle 'Lo of the code oi Federal Regulations (10 cFR 50),
«Emergency Core Cooling" and 10 CFR 50.46, «Acceptance
Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling System for Light Water
Nuclear Power Reactors."

.Provided in the Attachment is the information requested by
the NRc. some of the information will be supplemented by
plant-specific aubmittals, specifically that pertaining to
items (b) and (c) above. The Justification for Continued
Operation (JCO) provided in the Attachment is generic. The

(MAZ2)





BWROG 8836
brune 29i 1988
Page 2

ZCO concludes that continued oper~tion is justified because
the potential for pump damage due to minimum floe operation
or dead-heading is negligible, sufficient redundancy and
ECCS capacity exists to meet the requirements of 10 CFR
50.46 and CDC 35, and routine maintenance is expected to
detect any pump damage before system yerformanca se
aegraded.

The comments/positions provided in this letter have been
endorsed by a substantial number of the members of the
BWROCr hovever, it should not be interpreted ai a commitment
of any individual member to a specific course of action.
Each member must formally endorse the BWROO position in
order for that position to become the member'I position.
Zf you have any questions concerning this information,
please contact the undersigned or W.A. 2'arbis (az) on
(408) 925 5070m

Regards,

D.N. Crace, Chairman
~ BWR Owners'roup
DNQ: lcv
Attachment

cc! S.D. Floyd> BWROG Vice Chairman
R.F. Janecek (CECO)
5MROC Primary Representatives
Executive Oversight Committee
S.J'. Stark (OR)
NRC Regional Administrators
R. Evans (NUMARC)
H. Wyckoff (RPRX)
M.S. Creen (ZNPO)





Xe SUMMER'C Dl'ROBLEM AÃ0 M'PECTEN SISAL'EM8

A. Summery of Problem

The axiginal design basis fox'izing the minimum flaw
lines far safety-related BWR systems is ta provide
sufficient flaw to avoid ovexheating the pumps due to
lov flaw. However, curzent pump vendar guidelines for
minimum flov are based an avoiding hydraulic
instability in addition to avoiding pump overheating,
leading ta higher suggested minimum flov values than
those used in SNR design. Hydraulic instabilities can
occur at lov flow rates due to flov separation aczoss
the impeller vane, vhich can lead to asymmetrical
shaft and bearing loads in addition to pump and piping
vibration, Since the pump vendor guidelines are only
applicable far continuous~ or intermittent+* lav flow
operatian, there aze no guidelines fox law flaw limitsfor infrequent operation such as that experienced for
only a limited postulated range of SWR lass-of-coolant
accident (LOCA) events.

In addition, the yump minimum flow rate can be reduced
(possibly leading to a condition vhere the pump is
being run dead-headed) if there is a single minimum
flaw line for a pair of pumps aperating in parallel.If the pumps have different pump shutoff heads, the
yump with the highex shutoff head will deliver a
gxeatex flow rater if there is a significant
difference between the shutaf f heads, the yump
with the lawer shutoff head may became
dead headed.

When the minimum flow discharge lines fram two or mare
pumps $ a$ n at sana point to fern a comma.". lin-, there
is a potential for interaction between the pumps. If
the paying canfiguratian is not contralled, the pump
with the higher discharge yxessure could reduce the
flov through the pump vith lesser discharge pressure o
the point where it is &adequate for long-term
integrity

(MM2)

Cont nuous apexation is considered as more than two
cumulative hours at minimum flow in any 24-hour period ~

Intermittent operation is less than two cumulative ..urs
of minimum flov operation in any 5 4-hour period





Tf the pumps'inimum flow discharge lanes are orxficed
(backlaaded) in the individual pump discharge lines
prior to the )unction betveen the twa pipes, and if the
common '3.inc is large enough in flaw area such that its
resistance is a relatively small part of the ove all
hydraulic resistance, there should be little adverse
pump-to-pump interaction. They can be expected to
operate individually or in unison with na prablems.

However, if the minimum flow discharge lines are not
individually orificed, but the common line is orificed
or provides greater flov resistance than the individual
lines, interaction between the tvo pumps may occur.
The severity of the attenuation of minimum flow through
any pump depends on the shape of the head«f1ov curves
af the pumps, and tho magnitude of tho mismatch between
the pumps.

Zf the characteristic curve is such that a small change
in flow results in a relatively large change in
developed head, it. is probable that little operational
difficultyvould result from an undesirable piping
configuration, Havever, if a relatively large change
in flaw resulted in anly a small change in developed
head, some problems could occur. Further, the rate of
attenuation of minimum flov throuwh the lesser pump
vould be expected to accelerate with time.

B. Affected Systems

NRC Bulletin BS-04 addresses only safe'ty-related
systemsi however, both safety-related and non-safety
related systems are discussed below,

The BNR systems that may be affected are the Residual
Heat Removal (RHR) System, including the Zev Pressure
Coolant Zn)ection (LPCX), containment spray, pool
caoling, and shutdown cooling functions; the core spray
system (high or low pressure) i the High Pressure
Coca.".".t Xn>-ation (HNX) SysteroI the Reactor Core
Zsolation Cooling (RCIC) Systems and the Peedwater
Coolant Zn)ection (PWCZ) System. For plants that do
not have an integrated RHR system, the systems that
provide the RHR system functions must be evaluated
separately.

Support systems, such as service water, reactor
building closed coaling water systems or keep-full
systems, are diverse in design and operation. However,
these systems should not be a concern since they
typically do not require minimum flav lines and/or are
operated at their design rating at all times.

(wAzz)





The Control Rod Dzive (CRD) hydraulic system has eithe-
an individually valvod ox ozificed minimum flow path
discharging to the condenser, and a continuous cooling
water flow. Duxing power operation, these
multiple-stage, centrifugal pumps are run near their
rated point. Upon plant scxam, the flow rate would
increase. If one of the discharge l'nes were to be
blacked, the minimum flow path provides moxe than
adequate minimum flow (approximately 204 of rated
flov). Since only one pump is operated at a time,
there is no potential for pump-to-pump interaction.
However, the Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs) may
require running both pumps as a post-LOCA vessel water
source; since this vould only be aftor a plant scram,
the pumps would not operate at low flow. Therefore, it
is concluded that the current minimum flow path is
adequate, and there is no potential for low flow
yump-to-pump interaction.
The recirculation pumps are eithex vaxiable speed pumps
controlled by a motoz-genezator (M-6) set, cr a
constant speed pump controlled by a flov control valve.
Foz M-t set planta, the pumps are pxovented from
running belov approximately 28%
rated speed by the master speed limitez. For valve
control planta, the tvo-speed pumps are run with a
minimum flov control valve yosition of approximately
224 at povez oyezation above approximately 30% of rated
power, Multiple interlocks prevent the zecizculation
pumps from running at a lov flow condition. Since
there are no parallel pump paths, there is no potential
for pump-to-pump interaction.

C. Potential for Dead-Heading

The potential for dead heading is addressed on a
plant-Specific basis.

4

D i 3adeqvac j of i Q3Q ning.mum Flow

SWR opezating expexience does not indicate any
excessive wear to pumps when operating undex the
curzently specified minimum flow conditions. That is,
no such reported veax has resulted in indicated
degradation in pump performance.

System operation in the minimum flow mode is limited
pump startup during surveillance testing, pump star.
foz suppression pool cooling and shutdown cooling, a."."-

duzing system start on a LOCA signal, The total
expecte& time in the minimum flow mode over the plan.
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life is at most one percent of the guideline
recommended by the pump vendors for intermittent
operation.» Therefore, the potential for excessive
wear attributable to.minimum flow operation is
negligible.
Recent inspection of some BWR RHR pumps have indicated
no pump impeller damage (due to minimum flow) that
could potential3y degrade yump performance over the
inspection period. Zt is estimated that the pumps had
been intermittently operated in the minimum flow mode
for up to 30 hours during this period. This further
substantiates that short-term oyeration in the minimum
flow mode has little ar no imyact on pump life.
pump wear attributable to minimum flow operation is not
a significant contributor to total system
unavailability compared to other contributors (such as
loss of emergency power, lasa of cooling, etc.) ~ This
is based on SWR operating history, which indicates no
occurrences of system unavailability upon demand due to
pump wear incurred in minimum flow operation.

IX~ SHORT TERN QID IDN TEN HoZFXcNTONI

Operatian in the minimum flow mode, which includes the
potential for dead-head operation, is already minimized to
the short periods of pump startup during routine testing and
to system startup upon a LOCA signal. Based on pump vendor
guidelines and aperating experience, operation in the
minimum flaw mode (including dead-heading) is not expected
to adversely affect pump operation. Xn addition, pumps have
been inadvertently operated in the minimum flow and
dead-headed conditions far significant periods af time.
These pumps continue to operate satisfactorily with no
indications of adverse consequences. Inspections of pumps
that have been normally operated, including testing,
indicate no significant wear from operating at the lcw
flaws.

Some pump vendors recammend minimum flow guidelines for
intermittent operation, where intermittent operation is
defined as less than 2 cumulative hours of m3.nimum flow in
any 2i hour period. For a plant design life of 40 years,
this is equivalent to approximately 30,000 hours. Similar
minimum flow limits have been suggested by ather pump
vendors'





Zn summary, then experience to date indicates that minRzu...
flov oyeration and deed-heading have not caused any
problems. Therefore, the current inspection rectuirements
for safety-related pumps and systems provided in the ASIDE
Sailer and pressure vessel Code and also the Technical
specifications should yrovide adequate protection against
pump yerformance .degradation due to low flow operation.

X?X ~ SCSBDQLR

An approyriate schedule for long-term resolution of the
concerns identified in NRC Bulletin 88 04 vill be provided
on a plant-specif ic basis.

XV. iTQSTXFZCATXOM TOR CONTZRURD OPSRATXON

The concerns stated in hR" Bulletin 88-04 are aummarized as:

1. With two yumps operating in parallel in the minimum
flow mode, one of the yumps may be dead headed
resulting in pumy damage or fa3.lure.

2. Znatalled minimum pump flows may not be adequate
to yreclude yump damage or failuxe.

These cancerns are addressed by the responses below which
provide the basis for concluding that continued operation of
BWRs is )ustified.
A, All Class 1, 2, and 3 centrifugal and disp3.acement-type

yumps installed in SWRs which are required to perform a
specific function in shutting dawn the reactox or in
mitigating the consequences of an accident, and
provjded vith an emergency paver source, must undergo
routine in-service inspection pex'ME Sailer and
pxessure Uessel cade Section XX, Article XWP1000,
These ~arterly tests are in «&dition to the Technical
Speciffoation surveillance requirements intended to
demonstrate compliance vith the ylant safety analyse".
~ »e Coction XX tests are intended to detect changes in
pump performances Article TWP-1500 ("Detection of
Change" ) states>

"The hydraulic and mechanical condition of a
pump, relative ta a previous condition, can ba
determined by attempting ta duplicate, by test,
a set of basic reference yarametera. Devi.atiori
detected axe symptoms af changes and, depending
upon the degree of deviation, indicate need for
further teats or corrective action.~
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The in-serv'ce tests measuxe speed (if variable speed)inlet presaure, differential pressure, f1ow rate, and
vibration amplitude. Alert ranges and required action
ranges are strictly dofined, and require either
increased frequency of testing or declaring the pump as
inoperative, xespectively. Performance outside of the
required action range would place the affected system
in a limiting Condition for Operation.

Although these tests themselves would not detect pump
dead-heading or inadequate minimum flow (since these
are intended to be full flow tests), any de1eterious
effocto of operating with inalecpate flow would be
detected in advance of significant pump perfonnance
degradation. Therefore, any changes in pump
performance wou1d be detected and corrected per routine
pump testing in advance of pump degradation due to
cumulative low flow effects from pump surv'eillanco
testing and normal system starts.
The potential for pump excessive wear attributable to
minimum flow operation and!or dead-heading is
negligible, since system operation in the minimum flow
mode is limited to surveillance testing and during
system start on a INCA signal.

hNR operating experience indicates that short term
operation in the minimum flow mode and/or dead-heading
has little or no impact on pump life. Pumps continue
to function normal1y after such opexations.

Pump wear attributable to minimum flow and/or
dead-heading is not a significant contributor to tota1
system unavailability, Other factors (such as loss oi
emergency, power, loss of cooling etc.) are more
significant. SMR operating history indicates no
occurr»nces of system unavailability due to pump
excessive wear attributabl» to low flow op»ration,

Fm Wke X.PCX/RKR and. core a~ra" "um"-" the only 6~sign
basis events that would lead to pumps running in the
minimum flow mode and/or dead-heading are events that
result in an ECCS initiation signal while the xeactor
ia at high pressure (above the pump shutoff head).
These events are normally small break LOCAs and lass of
drywell cooling isolation events. Of these, only
certain small break LOCAs actually require KCCS
in)ection from LPCXiRHR or core spray after running, at
low flow.

(WAZZ)





Once initiated, the maximum duration that a LPCX/RHR ar
core spray pump may operate in the minimum flaw made
far the spectrum of hypothetical XOCAs is 1ess than 30
minutes. This is derived fxom postulated small break
LOCAs, wherein reactor depressurisation to below the
shut-aff head af these pumps is delayed. Fax large
break LOCAs, where the full camplement of ECC systems
is more fully utiliied, the reactor inherently
depressuriaes through the break. The present minimum
flow bypass line is expected ta provide adequate
protection for these pumps for the short durations
pastulated during both th» small and large break Locals.

Par othex scenarios, there is adequate time to
secure the RHR and core spray pumps, and restart
them as necessary, precluding extended operation
in the minimum flow mode.

P. As discussed in Item I abave, anly certain'mall break
LOCAs actually require ECCS in5ection for LPCT or care
spray where the pumps may be operated in the minimum
flow made, However, because af the excess ECCS
capacity that is available, limiting LOCA scenarios do
not depend an both pumps of a pair of parallel pumps ta
operate in order to satisfy 10 CFR 50.46 requirements
and General Design Criteria 35 of i0 CPR 50 Appendix A.
Zn fact, a realistic LOCA analysis would shaw that only
one law pressure ZCCS pump is typically necessary ta
satisfy core-cooling requirements during and follawing
a LOCA„

The design basis LOCA evaluations for some plants
assume that both core spray pumps are functioning, Far
these plants, the limiting calculated peak clad
temperature would not be affected, even in the unlikely
event that pump operability is affected by
lead-heading.




